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In this note a proof will be outlined that a differentiable function 
of a complex variable has a power series expansion. This work is 
independent of any integration theory and in particular is inde
pendent of Cauchy's formula. These results depend upon one of the 
basic theorems of topological analysis—namely that if ƒ is differenti
able and nonconstant in a region R of the complex plane, then ƒ is 
an open map, i.e., if 0 is open in R,f{0) is open in E2 [5, p. 76]. 

We adopt the convention that if f{z) is differentiable, the symbol 
(ƒ(*) —f(zo))/(z — z0) represents the function h (z) = (f(z) —f{zo))/{z — zo) 
when ZT^ZO and h{z)=f{zo) when Z — ZQ. The function h will be con
tinuous at 0o. A region R is a connected open subset of the complex 
plane and all functions are from subsets of the complex plane into 
the complex plane. 

LEMMA 1. Suppose 0 is a bounded open set and f is continuous on 0 
and open on 0. Then if W is a complementary domain {component of 
the complement) of ƒ (Ô - 0) , ƒ(0) C\ W^ 0 implies f{0) D W. 

PROOF. Suppose f{O)C\W^0. Then f{0)C\W is open in W and 
i(0)C\W= f'{0)r\W is closed in W. Since W is connected, f{0)DW. 

LEMMA 2. Suppose V is open and £ £ V. Iff is continuous on V and 
open on V—p, then f is open on V. 

PROOF. Suppose D is an open set of V containing p. Show that f{p) 
is in the interior oif{D). Let S be a circle with center p and S\JI{S) 
CD. Hf{p)£f{S) then ƒ{p) will be in the interior oîf{D). Assume 

f{p) Çtf{S) and apply Lemma 1. Let 0 = I{S) —p and T be the interior 
of a circle conaining f{p) with TC\f{S) = 0. Note {T-f{p))nf{0) 
9*0 and that if Wis the complementary domain of ƒ (O — O) contain
ing T-f{p), f{0)DWDT-f{p). Therefore /(Ô) D T a n d ƒ {p) must 
be in the interior of f{0) and thus in the interior olf{D). 
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